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The Canadian Society of Environmental Biologists Bulletin 
is a quarterly publication. The Bulletin keeps members 
informed of the Society’s activities and updates members on 
the current affairs and advances in the field of environmental 
biology. This publication draws together the widely diverse 
group of Canadian environmental biologists through a national 
exchange of ideas. Members are invited to contribute papers, 
photos or announcements that are of a national biological and 
environmental interest. Letters to the editor are welcome. This 
is a volunteer non-profit organization and we rely on your 
participation to make the Bulletin a productive forum for ideas 
and discussion.

All business correspondence, changes of address, 
undeliverable copies and membership applications should 
be sent to: CSEB National Office, P.O. Box 962, Station F, 
Toronto, ON., M4Y 2N9. Editorial correspondence: Gary 
Ash, Editor, e-mail: garyash@shaw.ca.
Editor: Gary Ash
Layout: Gary Ash

All original text in the Bulletin may be reprinted without 
permission with a citation to the Canadian Society of 
Environmental Biologists.

LE BULLETIN de la SCBE 2021
Vol. 78, Numéro 4, Hiver 2021

Le Bulletin de la SCBE est une publication trimestriel de 
la Société Canadienne des Biologistes de l’Environnement. 
Le Bulletin informe les membres des activité de la Société 
sur événements courant ainsi que les progrès qui font en 
sciences de l’environnement. Par un échange d’idées au 
niveau national, cette publication intéresse un groupe très 
diverssifié d’environnementalistes Canadien. Les membres sont 
invités a contribuer des articles, photos (noir et blanc) ou des 
messages qui sont d’intérêt nationale en sciences biologiques 
et environnementales. Les lettres à l’editeur sont bienvenues.
Tout la correspondence d’affaires, y compris les abonnements, 
les changements d’adresse, les exemplaires retournés et les 
formulaires: CSEB National Office, P.O. Box 962, Station F, 
Toronto, ON, M4Y 2N9. Les lettres à l’editeur: Gary Ash, 
Editor, Courriel: garyash@shaw.ca
Rédacteur en chef: Gary Ash

Tout texte originale peut être reprimé sans permission; 
veuillez l’accréditer à La Société Canadienne des Biologistes 
de l’Environnement.

The views expressed herein are the writer's of the articles and 
are not necessarily endorsed by CSEB, which welcomes a broad 
range of viewpoints. To submit a piece for consideration, email 
newslettereditor@cseb-scbe.org.
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CSEB OBJECTIVES 
The Canadian Society of Environmental Biologists (CSEB) is a 
national non-profit organization. Its primary objectives are:
•  to further the conservation of Canadian natural resources.
• to ensure the prudent management of these resources to minimize 

environmental effects.
• to maintain high professional standards in education, research and 

management related to natural resources and the environment.

OBJECTIFS de la SOCIÉTÉ
La Société Canadienne des Biologistes de l’Environnement 
(SCBE) est une organisation nationale sans but lucratif. Ses 
objectifs premiers sont:
• de conserver les ressources naturelles canadiennes.
• d’assurer l’aménagement rationnel de ces ressources tout en 

minimisant les effets sur l’environnement.
• de maintenir des normes professionnels élevés en enseignement, 

recherche, et aménagement en relation avec la notion de 
durabilité des ressources naturelles et de l’environnement, et 
cela pour le bénéfice de la communauté.

The Canadian Society of 
Environmental Biologists

mailto:garyash%40shaw.ca?subject=
http://P.O.Box
mailto:garyash%40shaw.ca?subject=
mailto:newslettereditor@cseb-scbe.org
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NATIONAL News

SCIENCE TIDBITS
Submitted by John Retallack, CSEB Alberta Member

PRESIDENT’S Report
By Curt Schroeder, CSEB President

Are we really moving the needle on climate change? COP26 
was definitely in the media in recent weeks, but is there 

progress on climate change? Canada’s emissions in 2016 are 
still the same as they were in 2005, so there is really no progress 
to report here. Nevertheless, we need to be somewhat humble in 
recognizing that we do have an economy that is partly dependant 
on the oil and gas industry, unlike some other countries. At 
COP26, climate change merged with trade policy. The E.U. and 
U.S. ended steel and aluminum tariffs against each other and 
promised to place restrictions on imports of these products from 
countries that do not follow environmentally safe methods of 
production. Interestingly, there was a real presence of private 
capital and corporations, as opposed to environment ministers. 
The private sector is increasingly aligning their operations with 
climate friendly policies. We can’t just rely on government or 
the private sector. It’s all hands on deck. Interestingly, some 
international agreements by some South American countries 
at COP26 to preserve nature (stop all deforestation in 2030) 
and pay for ecosystem services. Canada led development of an 
international agreement to finance a global transition to net zero.
These examples provide reason for hope that climate change 
ambitions will lead to a better future. Climate change will 
impact nearly every sector in our economy and down to the 
individual level. Just witness what is currently happening with 
catastrophic flooding in B.C. and Atlantic Canada. Perhaps this 
is a moment of reflection for the CSEB where there may be a 
path toward contributing to the development of a position paper 
that speaks to our members’ commitment to climate change 
policies in Canada.

Ocean
Blue Carbon

Are you aware of the term ‘blue carbon’? Blue carbon is the 
term coined for carbon captured by world oceans and coastal 

ecosystems.
A recent study published by the IUCN in early January 2021 
sheds some light on the issue – ‘Coastal blue carbon stocks in 
Tanzania and Mozambique: Support for climate adaptation and 
mitigation actions.’1 The report deals mostly with carbon sinks, 
local community benefits, and potential carbon economics aspects 
related to preservation of coastal ecosystems. But it also includes 
quite a bit of discussion related to the preservation of biophysical 
functions in vegetated coastal habitats, including mangrove 
forests, seagrass meadows, and salt marshes.
It is quite easy to get onto the IUCN notification list for new 
articles and bulletins. Simply head to the IUCN Portal site (https://
www.iucn.org/newsletters), submit your details, and wait for the 
updates. I think this link also gets you into the library system to 
get publication notices related to your preferences, but it has been 
a while since I signed up for updates.

Cuttlefish Wearing 3D Glasses
Researchers from the University of Cambridge and University of 
Minnesota have shown that cuttlefish may process visual images 
in a similar way to vertebrates, at least when they are actively 
hunting (Science Advances, 6[2], January 8, 2020). 
Cuttlefish operate their eyes independently when they are farther 
from their prey. But, unlike most other cephalopods with eyes 
that are fixed in different directions, cuttlefish can rotate their 
eyes into a forward-facing position, creating a vision overlap of 
about 75 degrees. 
The research team wanted to know if cuttlefish use stereopsis to 
determine distance. To assess this, they crafted cuttlefish-sized 
3D glasses for each subject animal and projected images for them 
of shrimp walking across a TV screen. The researchers modified 
the images for each eye (e.g. camouflaged shrimp in the image 
for only one eye, or varied the perceived distances for each eye) 
and observed the relative accuracy and speed of any prey capture 
efforts. From these data they could determine if the cuttlefish were 
accumulating and analyzing the information using stereopsis.

1 M a r t i n  G u l l s t r ö m ,  M a r t i n  D a h l ,  O l o f  L i n d é n ,  F r a n c i s 
Vorhies, Sara Forsberg, Rashid O. Ismail, and Mats Björk. Gland, 
Switzerland: IUCN. x+80 p [IUCN-2021-001, En, 2021/01/13]. 

CSEB VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Website Assistant:
CSEB requires a volunteer to assist our Webmaster Brian 
Free with managing the CSEB Website. You should be 
familiar with using WordPress for website management, 
and able to gather relevant material for posting on the site. 
It would also be useful to have experience with MailChimp 
for sending out webinar and other notices, but training can 
be provided. For more information, please contact Brian 
Free at bfree@cseb-scbe.org.
For more information, contact President Curt Schroeder at 
schroederc@saskpolytech.ca.

https://www.iucn.org/newsletters
https://www.iucn.org/newsletters
mailto:bfree%40cseb-scbe.org?subject=
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Goose Barnacles – Accidental Aquatic Ecosystem 
Engineers?
When undersea volcanoes erupt, the lava produced by the eruption 
quickly cools and seals in gas bubbles of various sizes, resulting 
in floating pumice. The floating pumice rocks are loaded with 
holes that provide potential habitats for many different kinds of 
marine organisms including algae and sedentary invertebrates 
like bryozoans. Depending on the size of the individual habitats, 
small, unattached invertebrates such as early stages of various 
crustaceans may even take advantage of the providential habitats.
But there is a problem! Although these rocks may have a dominant 
side they are very unstable and provide considerable habitat 
uncertainty.
But Dr. E. Velasquez from Griffith University in Queensland, 
Australia, believes there is an opportunistic colonizer that 
is ideally suited to provide the stability necessary for other 
colonizers.

Enter the goose barnacle! 
Goose barnacles are early colonizers of floating materials 
including pumice. Colonizing one side of the rocks prevents the 
pumice from rolling around and eventually provides an effective 
keel for the rocks. The habitat stability and structure created by 
the goose barnacles allows other species to colonize individual 
pumice rocks.

Cuvier’s Beaked Whale Has Record for Longest Dive 
Research led by Andrew Read from Duke University has 
discovered the longest known dive duration for marine mammals. 
Published in the Journal of Experimental Biology (September 
23, 2020 – N. J. Quick, W. R. Cioffi, J. M. Shearer, A. E. 
Eahlman, and A. J. Read), the team was able to analyze 3,680 
dives using satellite–linked tags on 23 Cuvier’s beaked whales 
(Ziphius cavirostris). The median duration of the dives was about 
59 minutes and only 5% of the dives exceeded 77 minutes. But 
the headliner was a dive that lasted three hours and 42 minutes. 
That dive eclipsed the previous mammalian dive record (also 
from a Cuvier’s beaked whale) of two hours and 17 minutes. 
For perspective, the longest recorded free-dive by a human is 
22 minutes and 22 seconds.
Cuvier’s beaked whales are probably the most common of 
the beaked whales with a worldwide population of more than 
100,000. About 80,000 are found in the eastern tropical Pacific 
Ocean, while about 1,900 are off the west coast of the USA and 
another 15,000 can be found around Hawaii.
How Old Are Whale Sharks?
Using cold war era ‘bomb carbon’ radioactive tracers from nuclear 
weapons tests in the 1950s and 1960s, researchers were able to 
confirm the ages of two dead whale sharks (Rhincodon typus) at 
35 and 50 years old (Frontiers in Marine Science, April 6, 2020).
The research team, led by Joyce Ong (Rutgers University, New 
Jersey, USA), Steven Campana (University of Iceland) and 
Mark Meekan (Australian University of Marine Science, Perth, 
Western Australia), analyzed carbon–14 that was embedded in 
the vertebrae of two dead whale sharks (one that died years ago in 

___When decked out with fully functioning glasses, the cuttlefish 
achieved 91 percent success in the simulated attacks, but this fell 
to 56 percent when one eye was obstructed. 
Commenting on the research, Dr. Trevor Wardill noted, “When 
only one eye could see the shrimp, meaning stereopsis was not 
possible, the animals took longer to position themselves correctly. 
When both eyes could see the shrimp, meaning they utilized 
stereopsis, it allowed cuttlefish to make faster decisions when 
attacking,” “While cuttlefish have similar eyes to humans, their 
brains are significantly different,” Dr. Paloma Gonzalez-Bellido 
added, “They do not seem to have a single part of the brain – like 
our occipital lobe – dedicated to processing vision. Our research 
shows there must be an area in their brain that compares the 
images from a cuttlefish’s left and right eye and computes their 
differences.”
Watch Dr. Wardill’s video on You Tube at https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=Sk9i3UZmGiQ

Squid Brain Complexity 
Sorry dog people — while some of you may already know this, 
it seems dog brains and their processing capability may be only 
slightly more complex than…squid. But not to worry, dogs are 
‘up there’ on the intelligence hierarchy and still come out ahead 
of cats.
Cephalopods (octopus, cuttlefish and squid) have the most 
complex central nervous system of all invertebrates and some 
have more than 500 million neurons; about 2.5 times more than 
rats, 25 times more than a ‘normal’ mollusk, and slightly less 
than dogs.
Researchers at the University of Queensland, Queensland Brain 
Institute, (Dr Wen-Sung Chung and Prof. Justin Marshall) 
used MRI-based technology to map the brain of bigfin reef 
squid (Sepioteuthis lessoniana). They proposed 145 previously 
undescribed connections and pathways in addition to the 245 
already known. They further noted that most of the pathways are 
linked to camouflage, vision and motor systems.
Bigfin reef squid figure prominently in the Nobel Prize world. A. 
Hodgkin, A. Huxley and J. Eccles received the 1963 Nobel Prize 
in Physiology or Medicine for their work studying synapses in 
the peripheral nervous system of bigfin reef squid.

Primordial Oceanography, Anyone?
NASA scientists have shown that Ceres, in the asteroid belt 
between Mars and Jupiter, has a large reservoir of salty water 
under its frozen surface. Ceres joins Jupiter’s moon Europa, 
Saturn’s moon Enceladus, Neptune’s moon Triton, and the dwarf 
planet Pluto as known celestial ‘ocean worlds’.
Research published in August 2020 (in Nature Astronomy, 
Nature Geoscience and Nature Communications), suggests the 
subsurface oceans on Ceres are the remnants of a large, at least 
regional, ocean that has been gradually freezing. In 2018, the 
Dawn spacecraft flew within 35 km of the surface of Ceres and 
the research team, led by NASA’s Dawn spacecraft principal 
investigator, Carol Raymond, noted evidence of volcanoes oozing 
icy material. They also noted salt crusts in an ancient crater that 
had percolated up to the surface from the water reservoirs 40 km 
below the surface.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk9i3UZmGiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sk9i3UZmGiQ
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TECHNICAL WRITING SERIES
Submitted by Sean Mitchell, CSEB BC Director

fishing nets in Taiwan and another from a stranding in Pakistan). 
Using Carbon-14 decay rates they were able to confirm that 
whale sharks lay down growth rings in their vertebrae annually 
much like trees. 
Based on this study and previous estimates from live sharks, the 
team concluded that whale sharks live very long lives, with a life 
span likely in the order of 100 years.

Lists — The Invasive Species Let Loose in the Veldt of 
Technical Writing

Modern technical writing has embraced ‘the list’ as an octopus 
does its prey — to the point of smothering. This is also true 

of the bulleted species. Sometimes documents are little more 
than catalogues of bulleted or numbered lines. Lists certainly 
have their place — but that place is not everywhere. They have 
advantages and disadvantages.

 Advantages
Lists:

• make information easy to find. They are easy to scroll through 
to locate what we are after, which makes them great for 
directions or instructions.

• can be used effectively to break up paragraphs, create white 
space, and enhance readability.

• are very useful when listing many objects or activities (i.e., 
greater than three).

 Disadvantages
Lists:

• break up the flow of the reading; they disrupt the pattern or 
rhythm you are trying to establish.

• do not allow for subtlety or nuances. They are brief, concise, 
without room for ambiguity or contradiction.

Effective communication is about strategic use of available tools. 
Rather than creating bulleted lists every time you catalogue 
a series of similar objects and activities, why not present in 
a variety of ways to maintain the reader’s engagement? It is 
possible to create interesting short lists by use of commas and the 
coordinating conjunction ‘and’ in place of bulleting. For instance, 
which is more enjoyable reading?

During the field surveys, the following species-at-risk were 
documented:
 • Greater short-horned lizard
 • Prairie rattlesnake
 • Common nighthawk
 • Burrowing owl
 • Little brown myotis
 • Swift fox.

OR, During the field surveys, the following species-at-risk 
were documented: greater short-horned lizard, prairie 
rattlesnake, common nighthawk, burrowing owl, little brown 
myotis, and swift fox.
OR, During the field surveys, the following species-at-risk 
were documented: greater short-horned lizard and prairie 
rattlesnake, common nighthawk and burrowing owl, little 
brown myotis and swift fox.

There are subtle but important differences between the lists, even 
though they are all the same sentence. Examples 1 and 2 are just a 
listing of species, with the second example saving space but at the 
sacrifice of white space. Importantly though, example 3 actually 
conveys additional information to simply the words. The species 
listed represent different groups of animals: two reptiles first, then 
a pair of birds, followed by two mammals. The knowledgeable 
reader will see this as selection of two species from each class, 
not simply a list of animals. The grouping is conscious and 
strategic to provide further information or reinforce information 
previously given if I had already said we had found two species 
from each group.
Where the bulleted or numbered list really comes into its own is 
in directions and instructions — those communications in which 
you want the reader to be able to easily and quickly find specific 
information but a series of phrases or sentences would be lost in 
the paragraph structure. These lists allow the reader to quickly 
and easily locate tidbits of information in the absence of context. 
It is important to appreciate that lists are read out of context. The 
preceding and the following paragraphs may not be read as the 
required information is in the bullets. This means that nuances, 
subtleties, and caveats will not be appreciated. Bullets are great 
for simple, straightforward information without conditions … but 
may be inadequate for more complex information.
Bulleted lists are sometimes to be punctuated — using commas, 
semi-colons, or periods — and other times not. This requirement 
is entirely dependent upon your introductory clause leading into 
the list. An introductory clause is always required leading into 
a list. For example, “During the field surveys, the following 
species-at-risk were documented:” is my introductory clause. 
It tells the reader what the list is about; this is the only context 
the poor reader gets for the following words. Be sure you give 
the readers this little bit, otherwise they will be totally at-sea 
and cannot understand your list as you have not provided even 
a hint of context. To use the introductory phrase in guiding your 
punctuation, if it is an incomplete sentence — requiring a line 
from the bulleted list to complete and so make a full sentence 
— then punctuate. If, however, the phrase is an independent 
clause1 (i.e., a complete sentence), then each bullet is not required 
to complete it; the independent clause should be treated as a 
stand-alone sentence with a colon at the terminal end in place 
of a period. In this case, the bullets are unpunctuated as they are 
not part of the lead-in sentence. In the species-at-risk example, 
the provided bullets are unpunctuated as the lead in sentence is 
a complete independent clause (i.e., complete sentence) unto 
itself. My check for this is asking can I replace the colon with a 
period and still have a grammatically correct compete sentence. 

1 Independent clauses can stand by themselves as sentences; that 
is, they have a subject and verb and are grammatically complete.
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If yes, it is complete; if no, it is incomplete. Now, if I had written 
the lead in as “During the field surveys we found” (incomplete 
sentence or dependent clause, so no colon), the bullets would be 
punctuated as follows:

During the field surveys we found
 • greater short-horned lizard,
 • prairie rattlesnake,
 • common nighthawk,
 • burrowing owl,
 • little brown myotis, and
 • swift fox.

The punctuation may be periods, commas, or semi colons. A 
period would be used at the end of each bullet if you want each 
one to be its own complete sentence. Commas or semi-colons 
are used if, instead, you are seeing the bulleted list as just a list 
which could alternatively be presented in–line with standard 
in-line punctuation. Effectively, you are taking your well-written 
sentence and placing it into a bullet format. In this case, the final 
bullet ends with a period just as a sentence does.
Sometimes authors like to use numbers (or letters) rather than 
bullets. Numbers or letters should be confined to those lists for 
which the order is important (e.g., steps in a process or a ranking 
of importance). Using numbers when bullets are appropriate 
inserts ambiguity with the reader; it raises the question of why 
those bullets at the top of the list are more important than those 
lower down. If order is important to meaning, number them; if 
not, bullet them.
Bulleted lists dominate modern technical writing. Their near-
exclusive use has overshadowed and hidden other effective forms 
of presenting information in brief bits. I urge all writers, at least 
those interested in having more fun with your wordsmithing 
and creating more effective prose, to remember that lists are a 
spectrum from in-line lists, through bullets, to use of repeated 
very short paragraphs. Elaborating on the content may create 
text too long for an individual bullet to hold yet provide valuable 
additional information for context, and in so doing, create a series 
of very short paragraphs. Consider the following:

During the field surveys, the following species-at-risk were 
documented: 

Greater short-horned lizard and prairie rattlesnake 
were found primarily as carcasses due to road-kill or 
bird predation. Only a small number of live animals 
were located. 
Common nighthawk and burrowing owl were located 
both visually and auditorily. These species, when seen, 
were watched for as long as possible and behaviour 
documented. 
Little brown myotis and swift fox were detected primarily 
though sign (i.e., soot plates of fox) or auditorily (i.e., 
myotis by bat calls). No live individuals of these species 
were visually observed during the survey.

An important and under-appreciated, aspect of creating lists is 
the effectiveness of parallel construction — the repetition of a 
grammatical form. Note in my short paragraph list above, each 
“bullet” started with the name of two species. This creates a 
flow for the reader so that they know each bullet is constructed 
the same way, even though they convey dissimilar information. 
Parallel construction is very powerful; subtle, yes, but compelling. 
The lead–in phrase discussed above determines the structure for 
parallel construction. If we ensure that each bullet flows from 
the lead-in phrase, for example to complete a sentence, then we 
can ensure parallel construction, which will create a much more 
readable, enjoyable, and engaging list. This applies not only to 
bulleted lists but also in-line lists. Pretty much anytime we list 
three or more items, we should check to make sure we have 
constructed our text in parallel form. For example: 

Our field surveys documented the endangered burrowing owl 
and little brown myotis; the threatened common nighthawk 
and swift fox; and the special concern species greater short-
horned lizard and prairie rattlesnake. (parallel construction)
 Versus
Our field surveys documented the endangered burrowing owl 
and little brown myotis; the threatened common nighthawk 
and swift fox; and greater short-horned lizard and prairie 
rattlesnake, which are of special concern. (parallelism is 
broken)

Which do you find easier and more enjoyable to read?
Note that the form of list selected — be it in-line, bulleted, short 
paragraph — depends entirely upon a judgement of how much 
information and context the reader requires, ranging from none 
(bulleted) to considerable (short paragraphs). Lists should not 
be developed simply by default or without strategy. Rather, they 
need to be thought through and developed strategically to present 
the information that you believe your audience will need to be 
persuaded to your belief.

Next column: The Problem Of Excessive Capitalization: How 
to properly capitalize your text for effective (and grammatically 
correct) communication.

CSEB BULLETIN CONTRIBUTIONS 
NEEDED

Contributions of articles or news items are needed 
for the Spring 2022 edition of the CSEB Bulletin. 
Deadline for submission is 15 February 2022. Please send 
your submission to Gary Ash, CSEB Bulletin Editor at  
garyash@shaw.ca.

mailto:garyash@shaw.ca
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Submitted by Loys Maingon, CSEB BC Director

REGIONAL News
    BRITISH COLUMBIA News

Considerations on a Precarious Lifeboat
“Thus science starts from problems, and not from 
observations; though observations may give rise to 
a problem…. if they clash with our expectations or 
theories.” - Karl Popper (1960)1 

The noise and fury of COP26 came and went, and where 
the summer “heat dome” had lingered, a long foreseen 

atmospheric river came to confirm once again the climate 
extremes to be expected for generations to come. The ongoing 
floods in British Columbia have confirmed what a succession 
of governments beholden to resource industries have refused 
to discuss for decades, the legacy of the limits of opportunistic 
environmental mismanagement in the interests of an unsustainable 
economy. The outcomes bear witness to the short-sightedness of 
BC’s natural resources management and climate change policies. 
Just as Geoffroy Supran and Naomi Oreske have documented the 
disinformation campaign, which the fossil fuel industry has led 
against climate change dating back to the early sixties,2 so have 
government ministries beholden to resource industries misled the 
public by supporting and promoting unsustainable development 
and deforestation for decades. The events of the last weeks are, 
yet again, a clear signal that the mental model of nature as just 
resources for a neoliberal economy is failing.
We are adrift because our referential framework is shifting rapidly. 
Until about five years ago, atmospheric scientists modeled climate 
change as a gradual shift that put ‘tipping points” a long way 
off. The framework assumed that “tipping points’ would not be 
a concern unless the planet warming reached 5°C. There is now 
growing concern that the tipping points and ecosystem-level 
changes are being observed and may already be well under way 
as we near 1.2°C, as suggested by the 2019 paper of Timothy 
Lenton et al, “Climate Tipping Points – Too Risky to Bet Against.”3 
Hence the sense of urgency that characterized COP 26. We can 
no longer pretend that we are on a leisurely cruise. As Antonio 
Guterres noted “Either we stop it, or it stops us.”4 
Passengers in a lifeboat should not have the same expectations they 
once had as first-class passengers on a luxury liner. Expectations 
are based on the assumptions that underpin the mental model that 
individuals use as a reference to understanding and managing 
their personal universe. As with Glasgow’s COP26, the distance 
between the stage performance in yet another international 
conference on climate change and the known solutions to the 
problem of climate change continues to grow. It becomes even 
more distant when we consider that the assumptions in the 
models, and the models themselves, are shifting as observations 
outstrip the central assumptions of the models. The reality is that 
for the past 30 years during which the assumptions behind the 

models remained more or less the same, national governments 
have hardly been able to agree on the written agreements. Where 
politicians made “aspirational commitments”, they have rarely 
met those commitments. Meanwhile, the ground underpinning 
those commitments has shifted. The commitments are no longer 
commensurate with the needs. While we may observe the climate 
change about us, we do not seem to grasp the problems that 
concern science.
There is a growing realization that humanity seems unable to 
alter its expectations. That sinking feeling is always about the 
chasm between the factual reality of truth and the illusions of 
desire. For an outside observer, the biggest obstacle remains the 
inability or unwillingness of all sides to inject the objectivity of 
facts in the rhetoric that sustains our desires. Climate change 
discussions have become prisms for selective interpretations of 
a future in line with our desires rather than with the facts before 
us. The interpretation favoured by politicians and economists is a 
scenario of controlled change in which gradual “de-fossilization” 
will enable us to maintain status quo. Civil society, on the other 
hand, believes that status quo needs to change if we are to “de-
carbonize” our energy systems and re-distribute wealth.
Though both sides appeal to the authority of science, in reality 
much of the climate change discussions are all about politics. It 
is not really about science, and often it has very little to do with 
science. Civil society seems to be no more interested in science 
and facts than are politicians and business. In fact, neither side 
seems to like science, or scientists, if what scientists have to say 
clashes with their expectations and the social illusions they wish 
to promote.
The problem of truth and science got a very clear demonstration 
last month when Andrew Weaver had the temerity to point out 
that given that we have already reached 1.1°C warming and, 
therefore, given the momentum of climate change systems, and 
lag-times in reversing the arrow of time, there is very little to 
no chance of avoiding reaching beyond 1.5°C no matter what 
politicians and pundits claim. Great international offense, and the 
usual personal abuse, came from a simple statement of fact by 
an atmospheric scientist: “1.5 degrees is not attainable. It never 
has been imho.” Whatever one may think of Andrew Weaver, he 
is not the only scientist to express skepticism. To quote another 
source: “Jeffrey Kargel, a planetary scientist at the University of 
Arizona, cautioned that, with or without an end to coal burning, 
we are likely to be victims of time lags in the world’s climate 
system. “There is some pent-up warming that is yet to take place 
… locked in due to the heat capacity of the oceans,” he told Yale 
Environment 360. “I am pessimistic that a 1.5-degree threshold 
will hold.”5 It is not that we should not aim to limit warming to 
1.5°C. It is desirable but improbable.
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Weaver was simply re-stating the facts set out, albeit somewhat 
less bluntly, in the latest IPCC report. So, it is disconcerting that 
he was personally attacked by people who claim their authority 
on the basis of the work of the IPCC. The IPCC report states 
that the likely range of total human-caused global surface 
temperature increase between 1850-1900 and 2010-2019 lies 
between 0.80°C and 1.3°C. Even in the most optimistic scenario 
in which all emissions stop immediately, given lag times, we will 
overshoot “in the near term (2021-2040), 1.5°C is very likely to 
be exceeded.”6 That means that the phenomena we observe now 
at 1.1°C are quite likely to be greatly magnified for at least the 
next two decades.
We are indeed in precarious times, and 1.5°C is more a hopeful 
aspiration rather than a realistic refuge. The most important 
question that should arise from the IPCC statement is whether 
ecosystem conditions can recover together with a plateauing or 
reversal of 1.5°C?
The issue is not that Weaver was attacked or defamed, which was 
the focus of mainstream and alternate media alike. The concern is 
the shrinking place of disinterested truth in public discourse. We 
witness a lot of shouting, but very little listening. As politicians 
and climate activists promote their respective causes and agendas, 
there is a tendency on both sides of the political divide to mislead 
the general public, for whatever purpose or personal interest. 
It is not clear that the many talking heads have really read or 
understood the science at hand. The public is sold a series of 
simplistic and sometimes tendentious interpretations spun off 
the facts of climate change.
We are well on track to overshoot 1.5°C, and no matter what the 
new climate carpet baggers and snake oil salespersons may tell 
us, a soft landing or transition is not on the horizon. While it is 
important to stay positive, selling false hope is exploitive and 
dangerous. As with COVID, there is no real option to opt out, 
we are all inevitably in the same lifeboat. You don’t choose who 
sits next to you. You don’t choose which side you sit or row on. 
There are really no “sides” on climate change anymore than there 
are on “COVID.”
This is the basis for the urgency expressed in the latest IPCC 
report, which is the first report to explicitly focus on the 
implications of independent observations that key systems such 
as AMOC, Greenland Ice Sheet, Amazon forest, boreal forest, 
permafrost, Arctic sea ice, West Antarctic Ice sheet, corals, 
and Wilkes Basin, are all showing signs of stress that may be 
irreversible. The deterioration of these systems has potentially 
calamitous implications. So it is extremely important to protect 
these systems. The report makes clear that if these systems reach 
tipping points, humanity will be faced not just with the problem 
of carbon emissions, it will also have to deal with the implications 
of collapsing ecosystems and feedbacks.7 Part of the problem we 
face now lies in the fact that until a few years ago when ecosystem 
changes began accelerating, atmospheric science did not expect 
us to reach tipping points until we reached 5°C, which was only 
supposed to occur after 2100.
There has been insufficient discussion about why climate models 
were “too conservative.” The lag reflected a limitation of the logic 
in models based on linear thinking. Unfortunately, that linear 
thinking continues to inform a lot of the thinking and perspectives 

of both activists and politicians alike that we witness at COP 
conferences. The limitation comes from a societal bias in the 
interpretation of nature.
The real problem with the climate emergency as we understand it 
may in fact be in something that we can learn from the direction 
in which science is currently moving. As nature dwindles through 
over-exploitation, trends in scientific thinking are moving 
away from mechanistic models of biology and geography that 
dominated twentieth-century scientific thought. Current science 
is harking back to, or recovering, biotic models that were 
foundational in the rise of modern science such as can be found in 
the work of James Hutton, Alexander von Humboldt, and Charles 
Darwin. The linear mechanistic simplifications that dominated 
the last 150 years are no longer commensurate with observed 
reality. There is a renaissance of “Humboldtian science,”8 which 
provides a broader, more interdisciplinary understanding of 
the rates at which changes in observed reality are taking place. 
The now much-heralded work of modern luminaries such as 
Suzanne Simard, and Anastasia Makarieva, which has recently 
received much public attention, needs to be understood as part 
of a continuum in Western science, rather than as a departure. 
Western thought has always taken the view of the Age of 
Enlightenment, as illustrated by John Hutton’s classic Theory of 
the Earth (1788), that the planet is akin to an organism in which 
biomes really function as superorganisms. That view was only 
abandoned around the beginning of the twentieth century for 
utilitarian reasons promoted by the expansion of commerce and 
industrialism that has dominated the last 150 years.
The urgency of this shift in thinking is reflected in the 2021 joint 
report of the IPBES-IPCC Biodiversity and Climate Change.9 
The message that climate change cannot be addressed without 
addressing the biodiversity emergency is an affirmation that 
nature sustains what are normally considered to be abiotic 
processes, such as precipitation and temperature. These processes 
are essential to our understanding of climate change and its 
progress. In other words, climate is not simply abiotic. There is 
a growing — if still limited by force of habit — understanding 
and recognition that these are really biotic processes controlled 
largely by natural ecosystems. Ecosystems are not simply the 
product of climates, they are also generators of regional climates.
Organisms modify and create their own environments. Studies 
such as the recent Finnish work showing that trees thermoregulate 
their environment, “Significance of the organic aerosol driven 
feedback in the boreal area,” significantly alter our understanding 
of forest physiology.10 The realization of the importance of the 
truth of this old insight comes at a time when nature and its 
ecosystems are being rapidly destroyed at an unprecedented 
rate. The conventional models’ limitation makes our situation 
more precarious.
This poses a problem for climate modeling, which was well 
articulated by James Lovelock in 2009. In his view, most models 
did not incorporate the role of life in creating the conditions 
for life on this planet. Lovelock argues that “Climate models 
based on atmospheric physics have their own peculiar dogma: 
almost all of them forecast a smooth, steady rise in temperature 
as carbon dioxide abundance increases.”11 This reinforces 
the illusion that the relationship between atmospheric carbon 
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dioxide concentrations, or emissions, and global temperatures 
is strictly linear. That is because “some atmospheric physicists 
seem unaware of the link between climate and the physiology of 
the ecosystem of the forest.”12 In a biotic model, such as the one 
that he proposes, where forest cover is a driver of precipitation 
and temperature, the relationship is nonlinear.
That has two important implications. First, between 400 and 
500 ppm of carbon dioxide, the system can flip quite unexpectedly 
into a different state: “Then suddenly, between 400 and 500 ppm 
of carbon dioxide, a small increase of heat or carbon dioxide 
causes a sudden 5°C rise of temperature.” Second, and most 
importantly, to answer the tactfully unarticulated question posed 
by the latest IPCC report, once a system crosses into a different 
state, it cannot necessarily be brought back to a previous state by 
simply reversing and lowering CO2 outputs and concentrations. It 
moves between stable and unstable states within large CO2 ppm 
ranges, therefore even if the model were to return to pre-industrial 
280 ppm, the model planet would remain in its hot state. In 
Lovelock’s model “stabilization is only possible on Gaia’s terms 
at five degrees hotter than now, or at the previous stable climate 
about 200 years ago in pre-industrial times…”13 
In other words, once you get into the lifeboat, the probability of 
going back to the ship is extremely low. Care for, and adapting 
to, life on the lifeboat, therefore, should be a paramount concern.
That should really be taken as the driving concern behind the 
inexplicit warning posed by Johan Rockstrom, director of the 
Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research: “A rise of 
1.5°C is not an arbitrary number, it is not a political number. 
It is a planetary boundary. Every fraction of a degree more is 
dangerous.” 14 The phrasing suggests that even the current level 
of CO2 is, if not dangerous, at least risky, since there is a very 
low probability that we will not cross 1.5°C.
While there is no doubt that it is important and urgent that national 
governments take every possible step not to push up to and 
beyond thresholds that would push ecosystems to their tipping 
points, it is also important to bear in mind that in the political 
realm of COP26, 1.5°C warming is an aspirational target, but 
not in itself an absolute threshold, contrary to what science is 
telling us. In April 2021 the planet peaked at 420 ppm CO2 and 
is currently (in November) around 413 ppm CO2. Depending on 
the climate model, 1.5°C represents a median around 507 ppm 
with 95% confidence range between 427 to 785 ppm.15 As per 
Lovelock’s model, in theory, the planet can flip into another state 
at any point between 400 and 500 ppm. 1.5°C is a conservative 
benchmark beyond which the risk of tipping points and an altered 
state becomes a much greater probability, notwithstanding that 
when we crossed 400 ppm, we already entered the realm of high 
probability.
Important as it is, the control of anthropogenic carbon dioxide 
emissions in and by itself is unlikely to address climate change. 
Climate change plans based only on emission control, or worse, 
carbon offsets, reflect the limits and assumptions of linear 
thinking. Yet, this is what both governments and civil society 
focus on. Civil society and politicians sell the twin illusions 
that climate change is reversible and that if our CO2 output is 
controlled, business as usual, and the assumptions of commerce 
and industrialization can continue forever.

As noted by Lovelock, what makes the probability of a much 
more destabilized environment increasingly likely is the 
general societal myopia with regards to the importance of 
biotic processes. Ninety percent of civil society and about 
50% of the science community are largely oblivious to the 
importance of the physiology of forests and ecosystems in 
general. Ecosystems don’t just provide resources and services, 
they create the conditions that make life as we know it possible. 
Even in discussions during COP26, where politicians agreed to 
“end deforestation” by 2030, the only motivation was “Felling 
trees contributes to climate change because it depletes forests 
that absorb vast amounts of the warming gas CO2,”

16 as though 
the only function of forests were to “suck carbon.” Arboreal 
biomass does not characterize the complexity of a living forest 
that thermoregulates its environment. The role of forests in land 
stabilization, hydrology, nutrient cycling, the release of aerosols 
for cooling, in the formation of cloud condensation nuclei and 
climate regulation may only begin to become a topic of concern 
and conversation, when nature sends notable reminders such as 
we have just seen in British Columbia. Even then denial is quick 
when reality and societal implications become uncomfortable 
for status quo.
The catastrophic mountainside landslides, bridge washouts, and 
infrastructure losses that came in the wake of an atmospheric river 
between November 12 and 15 have reinvigorated a discussion 
about the historical development and drainage of the Fraser 
Valley and BC’s forest practices.17 Cities (Merritt, Princeton, and 
most of Abbottsford) had to be evacuated. While the government 
deflected responsibility for the province’s lack of preparedness 
for events of this magnitude with the usual claim that this was 
“unprecedented and unforeseeable,” few commentators, and even 
fewer members of the scientific community, seemed to agree.
First, this province is supposed to have been taking climate 
change seriously since at least 2008 when the Gordon Campbell 
government implemented a carbon tax as part of a plan to tackle 
climate change, which the then-NDP opposition derided. The 
point is that warnings that massive weather events were to be 
part of the “new normal” into which climate change was taking 
us have abounded. The flooding of Sumas Lake that would 
overcome the five pumps of the “state-of-the-art” pumping 
station built in the 1980s to replace the original 1920 pumps, was 
correctly foreseen in a 2019 report commissioned by the City of 
Abbotsford, which is part of a long line of politically-inconvenient 
climate assessments.18 
Second, in spite of decades of concerns and mounting research 
evidence of the impact of forestry practices on the hydrological 
retention capacity of forests, forestry planning clearly did not 
incorporate climate change in its plans. Notably, as part of what 
is a decades-long bibliography on forest hydrology, the recent 
work of Catalina Segura “Long-term effects of forest harvesting on 
low-flow deficits in the Coast Range of Oregon” shows irrefutably 
that a 40-year old recovering forest holds 50% less water than a 
110 year old second-growth forest.19 The retention capacity of 
250 to 1000 year old-growth forests can only be extrapolated 
from this research.
In the face of extreme weather events that brought an average of 
2.3 times (with a median of 1.2 times) the amount of rain set in 
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previous records,20 one cannot expect slopes to remain stable or 
hold water in subsurface if the forests on them have lost 50-75% 
of their hydrological retention capacity. For 30 years, courts have 
been hearing, and yet dismissing, testimony of the irreparable 
damage that forestry was causing, considering the long-term 
implications of climate change and the damage that could ensue 
from cavalier forestry practices. The increased rate of timber 
extraction, which now includes clearcutting, even on prohibitively 
steep slopes, which, prior to helicopter logging, were considered 
inaccessible, has long been a matter of concern, and may now be 
a matter before the courts.
Excellent research done by Dave Broadland sums up the reality 
of government and corporate abuse of public trust: “Over-
exploitation of BC forests is flooding the province with physical 
chaos and human misery.”21 Broadland’s research shows dated 
satellite photo series of areas that have suffered some of the 
most catastrophic slope failures causing billions in infrastructure 
damage in the atmospheric river event of November 12–15. 
There is an undeniable correlation between forestry operations 
and infrastructure failure throughout the path of the November 
12–15 atmospheric river event. BC Timber Sales, acting on 
behalf of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources 
Operations, permitted and encouraged these “get-rich-quick” 
excessive logging operations, though the very lucrative profits to 
government coffers and industry come nowhere near the cost to 
the public and future generations in the wake of climate change. 
This was a combination of greed and a tacit dismissal of the reality 
of climate change. As per the 2002 Forest and Ranges Practices 
Act, which deregulated forestry, removed government oversight, 
exonerated forest corporations from all liabilities, and obstructed 
any government intervention,22 neither ministry officials, nor 
corporate representatives will ever be held accountable. The costs 
will be socialized, not the profits.
What failed was not the science, but the political and social mindset 
that made the abuses of the Forest and Ranges Practices Act 
possible. These events have come at a time when the government 
has just tabled two new bills, BC’s much-vaunted climate-change 
plan (“CleanBC: Roadmap to 2030”)23 and the new amendment to 
the Forest and Ranges Practices Act, “Bill 23: Amendments to the 
Range and Forests Practices Act (Oct 26, 2021).”24 Both pieces of 
legislation are directly relevant to understanding the government’s 
inept response to the current emergency. The separation of the two 
bills as distinct and somehow unrelated underscores the short-term 
utilitarian mindset. Contrary to the IPCC / IPBES report referred 
to above, in these pieces of legislation biodiversity is only an 
afterthought. While these pieces of legislation are significant 
improvements over the regime of the past 20 years, they still fall 
short, because, as the recent provincial emergency responding to 
the events of November 12–15 should demonstrate, they do not 
reflect an understanding of the magnitude of the problems that 
we and future generations are facing.
As per the utilitarian assumptions of standard climate models 
that  see climate change as a strictly linear problem in which 
control of emissions can be accommodated in an economy of 
endless growth “Bill 23: Amendments to the Range and Forests 
Practices Act (Oct 26, 2021)” and “CleanBC: Roadmap to 2030” 
are presented as separate pieces of legislation. For the authors 

of “CleanBC,” climate change is really just a socioeconomic 
problem subsumed to the need to keep the economy growing. In 
that sense, the thinking is very much in line with the conventional 
short-term logic one witnessed at COP26. The only linkage is the 
social problem posed by UNDRIP (United Nations Declaration of 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples). Clean BC Roadmap dedicates 
four out of 69 richly illustrated pages to “The Forest bioeconomy,” 
which glibly incorporates references to “The Old-Growth 
Strategy.” It is mainly another message on the potential value of 
old-growth as a carbon sink and the economic opportunities it 
represents for First Nations to develop economies synchronized 
with the corporate economy of endless growth.
In point of fact, most First Nations have roundly rejected the 
climate plan as simply unrealistic. While BC has had climate plans 
since 2007, it has never been able to meet any of its targets. There 
are no reasons to believe that this plan has any more chances of 
actually being implemented than all its predecessors, because it 
is informed by the same economic priorities and materialism. 
Speaking before the confirmation of the magnitude of the 
problems posed by climate change that came with the events of 
November 12-15, Chief Stewart Phillip summed up the reaction 
of First Nations: “CleanBC is in many ways a ‘Jetsons’ vision 
of the future that doesn’t take into consideration the immediate 
peril that British Columbians find themselves in the midst of.”25 
Indeed, the plan is problematic, as is the dominant utilitarian logic 
of COP discussions, because it does not address the contradictions 
inherent in climate change proposals that do not account for the 
continuing subsidy and promotion of oil and gas development 
in BC and the destruction of ecosystems. In a cursory analysis 
of the LNG question, which goes undiscussed in the CleanBC 
report, Barry Saxifrage provides a very useful graph of the missing 
information not incorporated in this report any more than it was 
in its 2018 version. It shows that LNG development completely 
negates any climate change gains (Figure 1).26 

Figure 1: The missing LNG data in “CleanBC:Roadmap to 2030 
showing that LNG development negates gains (Source: Barry Saxifrage, 
“CleanBC vs LNG: Here’s the Missing Chart which explains gaps 
data.”) https://www.nationalobserver.com/2018/12/20/analysis/cleanbc-
vs-lng-heres-missing-chart-explains-gap

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2018/12/20/analysis/cleanbc-vs-lng-heres-missing-chart-explains-gap
https://www.nationalobserver.com/2018/12/20/analysis/cleanbc-vs-lng-heres-missing-chart-explains-gap
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The real problem for everybody is that this plan, which was 
largely unconvincing before the events of November 12–15, 
should be touted as a global leader. That it was given a prize at 
COP26 speaks volumes about the shortcomings of the global 
leadership on climate change and about the linearity of the 
utilitarian climate models.
While “Bill 23: Amendments to the Range and Forests Practices 
Act” moves to return government oversight over forestry, it is 
far from being a panacea. It remains a document written in the 
interest of the forest industry, which has over-exploited this 
province for the past 150 years. It is not written in the interest of 
the ecosystems that have sustained human culture on the Pacific 
Coast for the past 16,000 years or more. The central tenet of 
the act remains unchanged. In this act, the forest is simply a 
“timber supply” that must be protected and guaranteed to the 
industry at all costs. Section 2 BC Regulation 582/2004 of the Act 
explicitly overrides any conservation measures to protect wildlife 
if they “would unduly reduce the supply of timber from British 
Columbia’s forests.” The onus on the chief forester, therefore, is 
not in the long-term protection of the forest and its biodiversity 
for the benefit of all British Columbians, but in the continued 
provision of a timber supply for the benefit of the industry.
That has further implications for the proposal to increase 
consultation with First Nations, as per UNDRIP. The UNDRIP 
section is largely smoke and mirrors. The proposal is only 
nominal. The act is still weighted to protect corporate interests. 
While tenures may shift to smaller parties, corporations remain 
the key contractors. It is the same activity under a different front. 
While there is a broad obligation to consult, the indigenous 
consultation is non-binding, it is limited to a “reasonable effort.” 
In other words, in a mindset reminiscent of “Indian agents” and 
“The Indian Act”, if the chief forester feels that First Nations 
are not sufficiently endowed with reason, he or she can override 
First Nations’ directives. It leaves broad discretionary powers to 
the chief forester. Under Part 1.1/Division 1 – Forest Landscape 
Plan/2.26, clause 7 makes clear that “A report of the facilitator 
does not limit the power of the chief forester in respect of the 
decision….”. If First Nations do not agree, as per clause 9: “this 
does not limit the right of the Indigenous governing body to take it 
to court….”. As we all know, courts are a quick and cheap remedy, 
only if you are a corporation with deep pockets in cahoots with 
the government of the day. In other words, the rightful owners of 
the territory on which forest operations are taking place are in the 
same situation in which they find themselves today. The pressures 
on First Nations to comply or risk economic poverty remain. Only 
the public is treated to the illusion of “meaningful consultation.”
Together with the tabling of Bill 23, the government announced 
the potential deferral of 6.2 million hectares of “old growth” in 
keeping with the recommendations of the April 2020 Merkel/ 
Gorley report and of the scientific panel that it appointed in 
June, whose report the government received in early August. The 
announcement gives First Nations 30 days to determine whether 
they support or not the deferrals and reset forestry boundaries. 
Given the ambiguity of Bill 23 in its handling of indigenous 
concerns, it is not entirely surprising that the indigenous reaction 
to the two year old-growth deferment was not enthusiastic. The 
problem for First Nations is well-illustrated by the predicament 
of the Saik’uz in the interior of BC.27 After decades of intense 

forestry that has devastated old-growth, entire watersheds, 
wildlife, and fisheries, the indigenous plans cannot simply be 
a re-iteration or endorsement of existing forestry company 
plans. For the exercise to be meaningful, and more than a front 
for business-as-usual, First Nations need to be given time and 
resources to draw up inventories and plans acceptable to them. 
That is a costly proposition. The $12.7 million over three years 
proffered to enable First Nations actually amounts to $20,000 a 
year for each of the 200 First Nations affected. That is grossly 
inadequate, and as Chief Stewart Phillips has noted, the approach 
muddies the waters: “the issue is not who does the logging. The 
issue is to protect, preserve, and defend the old-growth forest 
stands.”
That really underscores the parallel with the indigenous anger 
at COP26. The reasons for this anger are exactly the same. COP 
events and legislative amendments like Bill 23 are seen as just 
another iteration of a colonial mindset unwilling to listen to and 
to give voice to indigenous concerns and identity with the land: 
“The Cop (sic) is a big business, a continuation of colonialism 
where people come not to listen to us, but to make money from 
our land and natural resources.”28 That could easily be said of 
BC’s political leaders.
That BC politicians do not seem to understand that reconciliation 
is not a road to business-as-usual, and assimilation was evident 
in the recent precedent-setting ruling of Justice Emily Burke 
in Blueberry River First Nations (Yahey) v. Province of British 
Columbia.29 Justice Burke found that not only did the province 
consistently act in bad faith towards Blueberry Nation, but in the 
rush to develop oil and gas, it had broken almost every aspect 
of Treaty 8 and had promoted and encouraged the destruction of 
indigenous territory to such an extent that 73% of the territory is 
within 250 m of oil and gas installations. This alone effectively 
denies the Dane-zaa their fundamental right to practice traditional 
activities. In the wake of the judgment, extensive large–scale 
environmental restoration will therefore be a priority for decades 
to come. This will be costly. So far the government of BC is 
committed to $65 million in environmental restoration to re-dress 
decades of cumulative development impacts. Once again the costs 
are being socialized. Oil and gas corporations that benefited from 
development are unlikely to pay direct compensation.30 
The Blueberry Nation ruling has potentially interesting 
implications for the Semá:th people who were forcibly removed 
from their ancestral lands around Sumas Lake.31 As Chief Dalton 
Silver correctly observed, “the disaster may have been averted, if 
care of the lands and the original lake had been left to its original 
Semá:th stewards.” The tawdry racist saga that surrounded the 
destruction of Sumas Lake in 1920 was well covered by Dr. Chad 
Reimer in his recent book, Before We Lost the Lake.
Engineers and geomorphologists have long observed that Sumas 
Lake was a large natural wetland that absorbed the flooding waters 
of the Fraser and the Nooksack rivers. It is simple physics. As the 
great flood of 1894 when the Fraser flooded its banks showed, 
Sumas Lake, which is at sea level, collected the overflow from 
Vedder and Sumas mountains and the Fraser River. Had the 
lake not been there, settlements would have been obliterated. 
Sumas lake is what we call today “natural infrastructure.” While 
the history of this province’s dealings with the Semá:th makes 
for depressing reading, it is even more depressing to read that 
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“natural infrastructure” saves nations billions every year,32 and 
then consider the number of times that, people with historical 
hindsight have said: “we would never do this again today,” only 
to see our current provincial and federal governments, just fresh 
back from the rarefied environmental atmosphere of COP26, 
enriched with the lessons of climate change at COP 26, commit to 
rebuild the dike.33 If a dike did not hold at 1.1°C, what dike will 
hold 10 to 20 years from now at or beyond 1.5°C? Wiser heads 
may yet prevail and take this opportunity for the restoration of 
Sumas Lake and its restitution to its rightful owners.
If we continue to favour hard engineering solutions over 
“natural infrastructure, what is the real meaning of all the pious 
acknowledgement that “We are on unceded territory of the 
Semá:th”? Does the territory have any meaning? Why all the 
grovelling over reconciliation when we are manifestly not really 
interested in restoration and reparation – in spite of the legal 
precedent set by Blueberry River First Nations (Yahey) v. Province 
of British Columbia, unless a court compels us?
Are we even serious about salmon recovery and salmon habitat 
in BC? At a time when we lament the collapse of BC salmon 
populations, it is important to remember that Sumas Lake was 
home to all known species of Pacific salmon. It was one of the 
richest pre-contact nursery grounds, now reborn with the flood 
just when Riley Finn’s recent study of salmon habitat in the 
Lower Mainland reveals that we have destroyed 64% of salmon 
habitat in the Lower Mainland – Sumas Lake not included. Given 
its location, it was almost certainly also home to three of the 
Lower Mainland’s iconic endangered species: the Western Tiger 
Salamander (Ambysoma tigrinum), the Pacific Water Shrew (Sorex 
bendirii), and the Nooksack dace (Rhinichthys cataractae), all 
of which now cling for survival as their critical habitat is either 
contaminated, filled, or paved.
Of course, when it comes to the practice of biodiversity, very 
little of that really matters in a province without a Species-at-
Risk act, probably no more than real reconciliation matters in a 
province that has an act recognizing UNDRIP, but which practices 
reconciliation mainly at ceremony openings, and needs courts to 
compel reconciliation and respect. Not content with the lesson and 
costs of the Blueberry Nation experience, where the judge found 
that the province had encouraged indiscriminate development, the 
provincial government is now being taken to court by the Gitxaała 
Nation for similarly promoting indiscriminate mining claims.34 
There can be no reconciliation without greater respect for the land 
and its people. It is not clear that our political leaders respect either.
As we should learn, climate change is here to stay. As we have 
reason to believe from the “heat dome” of June 2021 and the 
atmospheric river of November 2021, what we have witnessed 
this year is but an hors-d’oeuvre to the quantum changes in 
our climate and landscape expected for this decade. If we are 
ever to tackle climate change, then we should bear in mind that 
technological adaptation is expensive, and as short-term as the 
engineering at Sumas Lake. Biodiversity, on the other hand, has 
a complexity that technology can never match. Biodiversity has 
made life possible on this planet. It is our lifeboat. Adaptation to 
future climates depends on our ability to preserve this planet’s 
biodiversity, not Wall Street’s economy, because the planet, its 
forests, and its oceans are biotic systems, not balance sheets, or 
emission charts.

If, in 2021, 1.1°C was bad, what will 1.5°C be, which will be 
crossed? As noted by the IPCC, we will overshoot “in the near 
term (2021-2040), 1.5°C is very likely to be exceeded.”35 Let’s 
assume that the lifeboat can be steadied.
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Sometimes nature throws you curves that bend, exceed your 
expectations, and defy most of what you have been taught 

in school.
The summer’s “heat dome” made looking and identifying some 
plants a bit of an extra challenge. In highly exposed upper 
subalpine and alpine areas, vascular plants were often desiccated 
and dried to a crisp under the August sun. All organisms are 
physiologically adapted to live within a limited range of upper 
and lower tolerances, but for some, that was a new challenge, 
and for others it was almost normal. Alpine environments are 
home to plants adapted to survive extremes of summer heat in 
open areas devoid of shade, and extremes of winter cold. This 
summer heat and ultraviolet (UV) intensity took its toll, and 
sometimes it seemed to exceed the tolerance.
Alpine lichens either find a good refuge in rock cracks or on 
the shaded rock corners among the mosses, or, as many of the 
Peltigera do, they just dry out, crack, and shrivel into friable 
and unidentifiable broken pelts. In the heat and sun, their colours 
change as their photosynthetic algal partners dry up. But the 
expectation always is that, as with bryophytes, with the return 
of the rain and cool weather, these lichens will re-hydrate and 
return to life from fall to spring when conditions are just right.
So this year, with rope and helmet on my packsack, visits to some 
of the rock bluffs of Strathcona Park provided new insights into 
less trodden homes of some of the park’s lichen populations. 
Under the August sun, I happened on an alpine rock covered 
with some of the most spectacular lichens.
I was drawn to the rock by the presence of some tiny, almost 
pinhead-sized, orange dots that turned out to be a possible 
Caloplaca, perhaps even new to science. A closer look revealed 
that this rock was covered with some other very strange 
lichens. In one corner was a fairly small 2-cm cinnamon-red-
brown lichen that looked like Psoroma hypnorum or Pannaria 
pezizoides, which are notorious look-alikes, but this lichen 
matched neither, the squamules were wrong and the colour too 
alien. Perhaps it was a weird morph of either? I took the weird 
colour to be a possible artifact of the extreme summer heat, 
and waited until the return of the rains to hike back and see if it 
changed colour. When I returned after the rains, it was still the 
same red-brown cinnamon colour. 
It took me two trips and about three months to figure out what 
the little orange dots were, but by mid September, I thought 
knew that the “cinnamon lichen” as the Norwegians call it, 
was the extremely rare Psoroma tenue, which as Irwin Brodo 
describes it, “is known from Banff National Park, Alberta, has 
a red-brown granulated thallus and contains pannarin.” It has 
been found in BC’s interior by Trevor Goward, but never before 
on Vancouver Island. In fact, it was the equally rare look-alike 
Euopsis pulvinata (Figure 1).

It was by researching Psoroma tenue that I was able to 
understand the significance of this lichen and the other denizens 
of the lichen community on that rock. Psoroma tenue and 
Euopsis pulvinata seem to be either conflated with or closely 
related to Psoroma cinnamommeum. Cinnamon lichens appear 
to be present in northern Norway, Spitzbergen and the Svalbard 
archipelago, Tierra del Fuego, and the Antarctic.1 
Its strange colour is an adaptation to the natural high intensity 
of UV radiation in arctic and alpine environments. We have to 
remember that the colours we see are not the true colours of 
objects, but the reflection of wavelengths in the light spectrum 
that surfaces do not absorb, but reflect away from them. Plato 
would like that; we always only see the reflection of true forms. 
Cinnamon is a combination of yellow, red, and blue light 
waves, and therefore of wavelengths in the ultraviolet range. 
This lichen’s presence in Strathcona Park is a testament of the 
biological legacies of de-glaciation about 12,000 years ago. This 
lichen species was likely present and abundant when glaciers 
first withdrew and indigenous people hunted Vancouver Island 
marmots around Mariner mountain.

Figure 1: Red-listed lichen Euopsis pulvinata,a cinnamon lichen, first 
record on Vancouver Island, on Forbidden Plateau.

A Taste of Cinnamon in the Age of Climate Change: A Strange New Lichen to  
Strathcona Park and Vancouver Island, and a Repeat Performance

by Loys Maingon, RPBio

Strathcona Wilderness Institute and CSEB BC Director
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The colour does not come directly from its main photobiont. 
Like its more common green relative Psoroma hypnorum, the 
main photobiont is a green chlorococcoid algae. However, unlike 
Psoroma hypnorum, which produces no lichen substances, 
Euopsis pulvinata produces porphyrillic acid and pannaric acid 
in crystalline form, which act as UV radiation blockers. As 
the name suggests, porphyrillic acid produces an indigo blue 
colour in reaction with ferric chloride. These are highly stable 
acids with a melting point around 280°C, which are common to 
white lichen species like Stereocaulon and Lepraria typically 
found in dry extreme xeric alpine and arctic environments.2 
Understandably, on close inspection in the sunlight, both these 
lichens exhibit a faint blue reflection.
Euopsis pulvinata was found in two locations in the Forbidden 
Plateau area. That was to be expected, as species populations 
can be bounded by watershed units. The real surprise was 
the additional discovery of a second specimen of Catolechia 
wahlenbergii in Strathcona Park (Figure 2). That is only the 
third specimen of this rare red-listed lichen found on Vancouver 
Island. The first was found on Mount Arrowsmith by Trevor 
Goward in the mid 1980s. I found the second last year in the 
Buttle Lake area, and have now found one in the Forbidden 
Plateau area. This suggests that the population of this rare lichen, 
while still endangered, exceeds the boundaries of a watershed 
and may be well distributed (though never common or abundant) 
in the conservation areas of Strathcona Park.

The presence of these two species reflects the great age of the 
forests and ecosystems of Strathcona Park, and their extreme 
fragility. These are species that were here before trees, before 
mankind, and which made the ecosystems we now take for 
granted possible. It is particularly important to remind ourselves 
of this at a time when Strathcona Park is overwhelmed with 
recreational tourists who only see the vistas as recreational 
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destinations or as “personal bests” in half-day races to summits. 
In an environment made increasingly precarious by climate 
change and biodiversity collapse, park management needs to 
increase conservation values, and provide alternatives for high 
impact recreation in less sensitive environments. 

Upcoming CSEB Research Webinar

Several CSEB Research Webinars are planned over the coming 
months.

Check the CSEB Website in for the dates and times of the fall/winter 
series of webinars.

If you are willing to give a webinar on one of your monitoring or 
research programs, or have suggestions for future webinars, please 
contact Dr. Loys Maingon at tsolumresearch@gmail.com.

Figure 2 Red-listed lichen, Catolechia wahlenbergii, third specimen 
found on Vancouver Island, in the Forbidden Plateau area.

CSEB VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Social Media Coordinator:
CSEB requires a volunteer to manage our social media (e.g., 
Facebook, Twitter, etc.). The volunteer should be familiar with social 
media, have a good command of the English language, and willing 
to spend the time to post new items, keep the social media current, 
and communicate with our members. Awareness of environmental 
biology issues would be an asset.
If interested, please contact President Curt Schroeder at schroederc@
saskpolytech.ca.

Regional Directors
CSEB Requires Regional Directors for the following Regions:
Alberta (1), Saskatchewan (1), Manitoba (2), Ontario (1), Quebec (2), 
Atlantic (2), and Territories (2). 
Duties involve promoting CSEB in the Region, participating in monthly 
Board conference calls (1 hour/mo), and providing regional news for 
the CSEB Bulletin four times per year.
For more information, contact President Curt Schroeder at 
schroederc@saskpolytech.ca.
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Nature Conservancy of Canada Protects Mackie 
Ranch Grassland

The Mackie Ranch 
and surrounding area 

are home to many plants 
and animals, including 
sharp- ta i l ed  grouse 
—  S a s k a t c h e w a n ’s 
provincial bird. The ranch 
contains 646 hectares of 
grasslands and wetlands.
The Nature Conservancy 
of Canada is the new 
owner of a large section 

of endangered native grassland in Saskatchewan.
The Mackie Ranch property, a few kilometres off the Trans-
Canada Highway between Moose Jaw and Swift Current, contains 
646 hectares of grasslands and wetlands and is located along the 
eastern shoreline of Chaplin Lake, the second-largest salt lake 
in Canada.
The conservancy says that during spring and fall migrations, 
thousands of shorebirds use Chaplin Lake and the surrounding 
grasslands to refuel or nest. It also says the site is one of only 
three in Canada with a designation of hemispheric importance to 
shorebirds, and the only such site located inland.
The group says the site has been named in honour of the Mackie 
family in recognition of their environmental stewardship over 
multiple generations. The conservancy organization says the 
land will continue to be used for cattle grazing to help keep the 
grasslands healthy and support the local economy.
It says financial support from donors and partners, including the 
federal government’s Natural Heritage Conservation Program, 
made the project possible.
“By working with partners like the Nature Conservancy of 
Canada, we are protecting Saskatchewan’s natural environment 
and building a healthier and more resilient future for our children 
and grandchildren,” Environment Minister Steven Guilbeault 
said in a news release.
The Nature Conservancy of Canada says over the past 25 years, 
Saskatchewan has lost more than 809,000 hectares of native 
grassland and now less than 20 per cent remains intact.
The group says grasslands filter water, help prevent flooding 
and droughts, sequester carbon, and help provide sustenance 
for people.

Source: Regina Leader-Post, 29 Nov 2021

A sharp-tailed grouse at the NCC’s Mackie 
Ranch property. (Jason Bantle/Nature 
Conservancy of Canada)

Submitted by Brian Free, CSEB Alberta Regional Director

ALBERTA News

An important piece of provincial legislation was passed 
recently, the new Trails Act. It signals increased planning 

and management of the 13,000 km of designated trails and 
hundreds of thousands of kilometres of “unintended trails” on 
public lands. Alberta’s current legislation for trails on public 
lands had not been updated since 1979. Recreation on public 
lands has increased substantially and the means of access has 
changed. Off-highway vehicles (OHVs), for example, are used 
more often than ever, which can put a heavy strain on sensitive 
trails. This new legislation will allow government to designate 
where and when OHV’s can travel. Issues of concern include 
environmental damage from random river and creek crossings 
that are harmful to fish, and public safety issues with too many 
recreation activities on the same trail. 
Volunteers and partners will play an important role in maintaining 
Alberta’s recreation trails on public land. Some groups, like the 
Alberta Hiking Association and Alberta Snowmobile Association, 
support this new act and the inclusion of partnerships in trail 
management. Other environmental organizations, such as the 
Alberta Wilderness Association, are concerned that this may open 
the door to privatization of public trails. And some complain that 
there are no immediate closures of existing trails in sensitive areas. 
From an environmental perspective, I think that more and better, 
science-based management and education of trail users will be a 
general benefit. We’ll have to see how this plays out.

O n  a n o t h e r  n o t e , 
Canada’s largest solar 
farm is being constructed 
in  Vulcan  County, 
southeast of Calgary. 
(Yes, we have Vulcans 
living among us!). It will 
consist of 1.3 million 

solar panels and will produce enough energy to power 150,000 
homes. However, don’t try to sign up…. Apparently Amazon will 
be purchasing all of the power produced. 
The solar farm will cover 13,355 hectares. This is a fairly intensive 
use of the landscape and as more solar farms are created, the effect 
on other uses of the landscape may generate public concerns.
And finally, the Alberta Government is engaging the public about 
recreational hunting. They’ve produced a two-page document 
about a vision for recreational hunting and conducted a survey 
this fall seeking public input. Currently, they are reviewing the 
survey input and plan to hold a number of webinars in early 
December on topics and concerns raised by survey respondents. 
These webinars may be of interest to Alberta CSEB members. 
For more information visit this website https://www.alberta.ca/
wildlife-management-and-the-vision-for-recreational-hunting-
engagement.aspx

Submitted by Curt Schroeder, CSEB President and Saskatchewan Member

SASKATCHEWAN News

https://www.alberta.ca/wildlife-management-and-the-vision-for-recreational-hunting-engagement.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/wildlife-management-and-the-vision-for-recreational-hunting-engagement.aspx
https://www.alberta.ca/wildlife-management-and-the-vision-for-recreational-hunting-engagement.aspx
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Submitted by Robert Stedwill, CSEB Vice President

MANITOBA News

By Peter Wells, CSEB Atlantic Member

ATLANTIC News

I have discovered that there is no reason a citizen of Manitoba 
should be caught unaware of regulated developments in the 

province that may have an impact on them personally, or their 
property.
Manitoba’s Department of Conservation and Climate provides 
access to all public registry files for projects undergoing 
environmental assessments under The Environment Act, licensing 
under the Dangerous Goods Handling and Transportation Act, 
and other activities that require posting in Conservation and 
Climate’s public registry system. The URL is as follows:
https://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/eal/registries/index.html
All people need to do is gain access to Conservation and Climate’s 
website to view proposals that are open for comment, proposals 
that are in process, or projects that have been completed. For 
proposals open for comment, concerned citizens will find the 
deadline date for comments, and the name and email address of 
the contact person comments should be sent to.
How easy is that?
Often during the public review for comments process, additional 
information becomes available, either through other public 
commenters, or members of the technical advisory committee. 
The proponent of a project typically provides additional 
information concerning the project, which is available up until 
the deadline for submission of comments.
Once the deadline for public comments is over, the project 
proposal is in process, but no decision has been made as to 
its acceptability. There is usually a constant flow and requests 
and information between proponent and the Department of 
Conservation and Climate and third parties, to ensure that all 
concerns are addressed before making an informed decision.
Once a decision is rendered by the department, the project 
typically proceeds with conditions (or not as the case may be). 
Presumably, if one is not satisfied with the outcome of the process, 
then it can be challenged using the judicial system.
One project currently in “the works” is Loveday Mushroom 
Farms Ltd (file # 6127.00), which is seeking to expand. The 
deadline for public comment closed on November 20, 2021. With 
me not knowing very much about mushroom farming, it was an 
interesting read, and I am that much wiser, recognizing that it 
doesn’t impact me personally, or materially.
To conclude, Conservation and Climate has made it relatively 
easy to be kept apprised of new projects in the department’s 
project regions as they are entered into the public registry. One 
only needs to subscribe to an RSS feed by clicking on the region 
of interest in the department’s registry.
For a Luddite, such as myself, what is an RSS feed and how 
does it work? “An RSS feed is a file that contains a summary of 
updates from a website, often in the form of a list of articles with 
links. RSS stands for Really Simple Syndication, and it offers an 

easy way to stay up to date on new content from websites you 
care about.”
By subscribing, one “receives notifications of new proposals 
open for public comment, notification of additional information 
that has been placed in the public registry, notification of new 
licences issued under The Environment Act and The Dangerous 
Goods Handling and Transportation Act, and notification of 
alterations to licensed developments. In each case, you will be 
advised of project files in which changes have occurred, and you 
can view the latest information by selecting the link for a file 
of interest to you. Newly added files can be found at the top of 
each file’s electronic public registry page, and the posting date 
of information is provided.”
There is no excuse for not being informed.

As usual, a variety of environmental and biological issues 
have dominated the news in Nova Scotia over the past 

three-four months. Sadly, not much has changed on the big issues 
of land use and protection. On the bright side, however, there 
are some good stories related to biodiversity, conservation, and 
environmentalism. 
Top amongst the key issues has been climate change, given the 
impending crisis and the now completed COP 26 Conference in 
Glasgow, Scotland (Filks 2021; Anon. 2021). Coverage in the 
news has been extensive. The temperature crisis that the globe 
faces has finally been realized, after decades of IPCC reports and 
25 previous COP meetings. The meeting has just concluded and 
has been deemed partially successful by some (the continued 
use of coal remains a thorny issue) and a failure by the activists, 
impatient for hard decisions from the developed countries. 
Climate is an issue in Nova Scotia as coal is still a major source 
of electricity; much of our coal is imported, but there apparently 
is a plan to phase it out as other electricity sources such as hydro 
become available. Coastal erosion, sea level rise, and ocean 
acidification are happening now. It will be interesting, indeed 
vital, to read the final COP 26 statement and reflect on how we 
as individuals and communities can do more to conserve energy 
and limit our CO2 emissions.
The disgraceful secret delisting of the Owls Head provincial park 
by the provincial government continues to be in the news due 
to the failure of a judicial review application that was submitted 
by wildlife biologists, and is now being appealed (Campbell 
2021b,c). The biologist Bob Bancroft and the Eastern Shore 
Forest Watch Association are leading the charge with the guidance 
of lawyer Jamie Simpson. This case is important because its 
loss would mean other park lands across the province could be 
vulnerable to purchase and development. The new provincial 
government is dragging its feet on the issue.
Forestry and deforestation remains a big issue in Nova Scotia, 
due to years of government complicity, conflict of interest, 
foot-dragging, and general disinterest in forest and biodiversity 
protection. There is a need to restructure government departments 

https://www.gov.mb.ca/sd/eal/registries/index.html
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Ocean and Environmental Literacy – Communicating 
Science in the Atlantic Provinces1

The Atlantic Provinces are a hotbed for ocean and environmental 
science and technology. Given this fact and the various issues 
affecting the seas locally and globally, especially climate change, 
it behooves us to have an ocean-literate population and to promote 
ocean literacy (herein called OL), in Nova Scotia and throughout 
the Atlantic Provinces. Indeed, OL is a major focal point of 
the United Nations Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable 
Development (UNESCO 2021). Therefore, the steps taken to 
advance and promote OL in this region, and indeed the whole 
country, will be an important contribution to this global initiative. 
The continued engagement of environmental biologists is crucial, 
given the issue of climate change and its ongoing impacts on the 
biodiversity of aquatic ecosystems, including the ocean.
The term OL refers to “the understanding of the ocean’s influence 
on us and our influence on the ocean” (UNESCO 2021), or more 
simply put, “understanding the ocean and our relationship to it” 
(CaNOE 2021). OL addresses the need for public understanding 
of the ocean’s role in our lives and collective future. A more ocean-
literate population could contribute to resolving major current 
issues such as climate change, marine biodiversity, importance of 
protected areas and wildlife reserves, sustainability of fisheries, 
ecosystem health, and sustainability of local economies. 
There is a need for more critical understanding of these issues, 
more public education, and active engagement of people in hands-
on ocean projects, especially through the school systems, as well 
as directly within coastal communities.
1 This article is adapted from an Editorial on ocean literacy penned 

for the Proceedings of the Nova Scotian Institute of Science (2021), 
Volume 51 Part 2, published Fall 2021. I thank my co-authors, Michael 
J.A. Butler and Sondra Eger, for their contributions to that article.

(Smith 2021) and to implement the Lahey report on ecological 
forestry (Vibert 2021b). There is also considerable support for 
the revival of the pulp mill (Fitzpatrick 2021) and continued 
harvesting as usual. Northern Pulp, the mill at Pictou, though 
currently closed, is suing the government and continuing on a 
path to build a treatment plant and reopen, despite local opposition 
(Beswick 2021b,c). Clear cutting continues in many areas of the 
province, especially in the southwest, despite concerns about its 
impact on the remaining mainland moose population, migrating 
and nesting birds, and biodiversity in general.
Mining is picking up steam, with a planned expansion of a gold 
mine at Moose River (Beswick 2021a) and a new hardrock quarry 
on Cape Breton Island (Smith 2021). Nova Scotia is littered 
with closed gold mines and small active quarries, with water 
pollution concerns linked to the old mines. The long proposed 
and partially constructed Alton gas project, where gas was to 
be stored in immense underground caverns, was finally stopped 
and has been decommissioned (Campbell 2021d); the concern 
here was the potential impacts of a salt brine effluent on the local 
river and estuary. 
On the biodiversity front, great white sharks have been observed 
more often in coastal waters, one observed in September taking a 
seal just off Brier Island (pers. comm). A research group, Ocearch, 
has spent several years tagging these amazing elasmobranchs 
(Peddle 2021), confirming their presence in Nova Scotia’s waters 
and their long distance movements in the North Atlantic. On land, 
reports have been accumulating of new observations of cougars 
(The Chronicle Herald 2021; Bancroft 2021) long thought to have 
been extirpated from the landscape in this province; although 
Bancroft’s observation is highly credible, further evidence of 
these animals being here is needed. 
Conservation groups, such as the Nova Scotia Nature Trust, are 
active in the province, attempting to put more wilderness aside 
in places such as coastal Cape Breton Island (Campbell 2021a). 
Within Halifax, an effort is being made to save a large lake from 
being lost due to the failure of a small old but damaged dam 
(Stevens 2021). 
Finally, further environmental activism is being encouraged 
(Vibert 2021a) and new legislation is being tabled to “extend 
producer responsibility for recycling printed paper and 
packaging” (Campbell 2021e).
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Over the past few years, as an example, there have been 
numerous initiatives on OL in Canada, notably under the aegis 
of such national organizations as CaNOE (Canadian Network 
for Ocean Education – CaNOE 2021), and the Canadian Ocean 
Literacy Coalition that recently released its Ocean Literacy 
Strategy (COLC 2021). There have also been local initiatives 
in Nova Scotia, for example, through CARP (Clean Annapolis 
Royal Project Society), the recently-established Cliffs of Fundy 
UNESCO Geopark in the Minas Basin of the Bay of Fundy, 
and the International Ocean Institute-Canada and the Ocean 
School, based at Dalhousie University. As well, the many years 
of communication on Bay of Fundy environmental issues by 
BoFEP (Bay of Fundy Environmental Partnership – www.bofep.
org) have provided relevant information to researchers and coastal 
communities. It is also noteworthy that the federal Bedford 
Institute of Oceanography (BIO) states on its website (www.
bio.gc.ca) that it is “moving in the direction of enhanced citizen 
engagement and outreach to the public” on the oceans, certainly 
much needed on many local issues, from fisheries management 
to the establishment of marine protected areas.
The linkage to, and involvement of, local groups is clearly critical 
to the success of the overall OL initiative as it enhances the reach 
of information about our coasts and oceans. For example, from 
2011 to 2016, the International Ocean Institute-Canada and a 
number of partner organizations planned and delivered the Halifax 
Ocean Film Festival (HOFF) to promote ocean awareness among 

the general public. Panels discussing OL were also part of the 
most recent Bay of Fundy Science Workshops on the premise that 
the subject should be a high priority for the public at large. At 
the events mentioned above, it became clear that there is a keen 
interest for the introduction of OL into the Nova Scotia school 
system in order to produce a more ocean literate public.
Many ways exist for environmental biologists to be engaged in OL 
and other environmental literacy initiatives. There is obviously a 
nexus of OL, climate change literacy, and biodiversity literacy; we 
have a responsibility to ensure a public understanding of how the 
threats to oceans, climate, and biodiversity intersect, and what the 
implications are for wildlife and its habitats. Webinars on these 
topics, CSEB sponsored field trips, and more articles in the pages 
of this open access Bulletin, could help greatly. 
No area of the country is immune to the climate-driven changes 
occurring in the oceans and the resulting impacts on terrestrial 
and aquatic fauna and ecosystems. The more that the CSEB 
can contribute to public understanding, i.e., literacy, of this 
pivotal problem, the more likely the various climate mitigation 
and adaptation measures being discussed and initiated, through 
fora such as the recent 2021 Climate Change Conference of the 
Parties (COP 26), will move forward with public and political 
support. The CSEB can make a difference, on its own and 
through engagement with other environmental groups. Time is 
of the essence, as discussed in an earlier essay in these pages 
(Wells 2021).

http://bit.ly/30K4hgR
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Reflections From a Career in Marine Environmental 
Science and Management 1 — Peter Wells

I am very honoured to receive the 2021 CEW Outstanding 
Contribution Award (OCA). Above all, I am really pleased to 

share the honour with two other OCA recipients this year, Dr. 
Karen Kidd and Ms. Jennifer Miller, both outstanding mid-career 
environmental scientists, as well as with previous recipients. Such 
honours are like “fuel in the tank”; they help to propel each of 
us forward into further environmental research, teaching, and 
public outreach. 
The workshop organizers asked each of us to provide “three pearly 
words of wisdom” and perhaps some take-away messages based on 
our careers to date. My career of 50 years in marine ecotoxicology 
and environmental management (e.g., Cote and Wells 1991; Wells 
2016 a, b; Wells and Doe 2014; Wells et al. 1998) has spanned most 
of the period of environmental awareness in our society2. During 
this time, the scientific fields of aquatic toxicology, ecotoxicology, 
environmental chemistry, and ecological risk assessment have 
greatly evolved and become well established, as shown by this 
years’ Canadian Ecotoxicity Workshop (CEW), the 47th in the 
series since 1974, as well as by the North America SETAC 
conferences to which many Canadian researchers contribute. 
In Canada, the science and applications of ecotoxicology have 
contributed to federal and provincial environmental policy and 
legislation, leading to much pollution prevention and control, 
and a much cleaner environment (e.g., especially note the 
many contributions of IGETG3 to this effort). This is surely the 
workshops’ greatest contribution and one that continues today, 
due greatly to the collective efforts of the community of scientists 
and managers who participate in these annual meetings and work 
tirelessly throughout the year on environmental problems.
What are my take-away messages (or pearls of wisdom, if any)? The 
first is that as ecotoxicologists, we need more understanding of the 
linkages between losses of biodiversity that are occurring in many 
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and the role of persistent toxic 

1 This contribution was prepared for the Proceedings of the 47th Canadian 
Ecotoxicity Workshop (CEW), Halifax, NS. It is based on my brief 
acceptance talk on October 4th, 2021.

2 This period formally started around the globe at the United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment, June 1972, Stockholm, Sweden (see 
Ward and Dubos 1972, and various websites). Note that the 50th anniversary 
of this pivotal event is in 2022! Of course, the environmental movement 
started at least a decade earlier, stimulated in large part in North America by 
Rachel Carson’s classic work, Silent Spring (Carson 1962).

3  IGETG –Inter-Governmental Ecotoxicological Testing Group (see Taylor et 
al. 2013).

substances in these phenomena. We live in a highly industrialized, 
chemical-based world where only a fraction of the 80-100,000+ 
industrial chemicals in use are fully evaluated for their hazards 
to human and ecological health, and potential ecological risks, 
despite much effort from government and industry4. How much 
of the current loss of species around the world is due to exposure 
to persistent, bio-accumulative and toxic chemicals, such as the 
endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDCs)? That concern includes 
exposure to newer chemical concerns, such as micro-plastics and 
PFAS chemicals, and other chemicals of emerging concern (the 
so-called CECs), as well as to chemicals that have been with us 
a long time and still are controversial (e.g., glyphosates). Such 
exposures may be contributing to habitat degradation and species 
loss, due to lethal and/or sub-lethal effects, and require further 
research with the most modern ecotoxicological methods, such 
as discussed at these workshops.
Secondly, we need to speed up the process between the science 
and information about environmental problems, with possible 
solutions, and meaningful action at the policy, decision-making 
and management stages (MacDonald et al. 2016, Wells 2021, 
amongst others). The poster child, of course, is climate change and 
its global impacts, much in the news this year due to the COP 26 
Climate Conference in Glasgow, November 2021. Climate change 
caused by our recently industrialized society is not a new concern! 
I first heard of it in a marine science course at McGill University in 
1965-66, and here we are, more than 50 years later, in 2021, with 
the 6th recently released IPCC report (IPCC 2021) stating the facts 
once again and the urgency. Despite some progress, the politicians 
and their governments are still debating how to collectively and 
meaningfully mitigate and adapt to the problem. Perhaps progress 
will have been made at this years’ COP 26 climate change meeting. 
However, we need to understand the multiple causes of such 
lag times or delays, and to try to speed up meaningful actions. 
Time is very short for addressing the biodiversity and the climate 
change problems! This challenge should be of concern to every 
ecotoxicologist.
The third message – collectively, we need to contribute 
continuously to a more scientifically literate public, so that they can 
convey key messages to policy and decision-makers, and senior 
environmental managers at all levels of government. Despite the 
increasing complexity of our science, to assist in this effort we 
should strive to communicate our research results effectively and 
urgently to the public and to all levels of decision makers. Hence, 
each of these ecotoxicology workshops should consider producing 
a policy brief, post-workshop, as well as widely distributing 
summaries of its Proceedings.
Finally, for the younger researchers, a few personal guiding points 
and philosophies may be useful in your careers and life path:

• Always thank your university mentors for their support and 
stay in touch with them after graduation.

• Appreciate the early contributors to this field (Sprague 1996; Craig 
2014) as all of us truly “stand on the shoulders of giants”.

4 For example, chemical substances carried by ships are evaluated by the 
GESAMP Hazard Evaluation Working Group, sponsored by the International 
Maritime Organization (GESAMP 2002, see www.gesamp.org for updates). 
I was a member and chair of this group from 1988-2000 and was amazed at 
the huge amounts and wide variety of chemicals carried around the world, 
with limited knowledge about the risks involved were there to be a spill or 
on-board accident.

http://www.oceanliteracy.ca
http://www.oceanliteracy.ca
https://colcoalition.ca/canadas-ocean-literacy-strategy/
https://colcoalition.ca/canadas-ocean-literacy-strategy/
http://www.gesamp.org
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• Be sure to have a long-term vision of what you want to accomplish 
and stick with it, despite obstacles that may (or certainly will) occur. 

• Be prepared to defend our science and its institutions in politically 
turbulent times – always march for science (Wells 2013).

• Think outside the box. Embrace the concept and occurrence of 
serendipity (McCay-Peet and Wells 2017). 

• Accept occasional failure as it provides its own lessons. We can 
learn as much from failure as from success (note the attitude of Elon 
Musk of Space X).

• Have multiple sources of inspiration “to keep the fuel topped up in 
your personal tank” while you work. For example, one of my constant 
sources has been the environmental literature, especially the works of 
Rachel Carson (Carson 1962) and more recently, the books and films 
of the UK’s amazing David Attenborough (Attenborough 2020). 

• Above all, strive to have a life-work balance. But remember, one can 
still think and plan while walking in the park with family and friends.

Again, thank you very much for this distinguished award. I wish everyone 
who attended the workshop this year, in person or on-line, all the very 
best in their studies and research in ecotoxicology. See you next year at 
the CEW in Winnipeg!
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BOOK OF INTEREST
Microscale Testing in Aquatic 
Toxicology (Now Open Access)

Advances, Techniques, and Practice 
(1997)

Edited By Peter G. Wells, Kenneth Lee, 
Christian Blaise.

A key book in aquatic toxicology 
is now available Open Access, 

through Taylor and Francis, CRC 
Press, and Routledge Ltd, UK. This 
book – Microscale Testing in Aquatic 
Toxicology – Advances, Techniques, 

and Practice, edited by P.G.Wells, K. Lee, and C. Blaise, and 
published in 1998, covers the vast range of small scale tests that 
can be used in research, regulatory testing, and aquatic monitoring 
in fresh and marine waters. Supplemented by more recently 
published methods, it remains a gold mine of useful methods 
for the front-line aquatic pollution specialist and toxicologist 
in the battle against water pollution. Highly read and cited (114 
times, 8-21), it should be of interest to environmental biologists 
coast to coast, as well as students in the environmental sciences.
https://doi.org/10.1201/9780203747193 

https://doi.org/10.1201/9780203747193 
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TERRITORIES News
Submitted by Anne Wilson, CSEB Territories Director 

It is appropriate that as I write this, we have just had the first 
major snowfall and onset of winter weather! 

I was able to attend SETAC, which was offered virtually this 
year, and included a session on research in the Arctic and 
Antarctic. There was good discussion, including the aspects that 
the Arctic is becoming less remote, that there is higher human 
stress on the ecosystems, and, of course, the effects of climate 
change and its interactions. There is the question of focusing 
on emerging contaminants versus the ongoing work on legacy 
contaminants. Work has been done on a “desktop” basis, or ‘in 
silico’ to screen chemical inventories for likely candidates to be of 
emerging concern in the Arctic, and there appear to be a number 
of contaminants that should be assessed and monitored. It will 
be interesting to see if the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment 
Program (AMAP) (www.amap.no) follows up on these. The 
2016 AMAP publication “Chemicals of Emerging Arctic 
Concern” contains summary sections on various categories of 
contaminants and is an excellent review of emerging pollutants, 
while acknowledging there are many more yet to be identified. 
Canada’s Northern Contaminants Program contributes scientific 
research to the circumpolar AMAP, and works on a wide range 
of monitoring and research priorities on air quality, ecosystem-
based terrestrial and aquatic projects, and marine ecosystems. 
Focal areas for research can be found at https://science.gc.ca/
eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_D1A0F3B6.html
Descriptions of various other research programs can be found on 
the NWT’s Aurora Research Institute at https://nwtresearch.com/
project-category/environment or the Nunavut Research Institute 
at https://www.nri.nu.ca/research-programs-and-partnerships. 
While there is less work going on across the NWT and NU due 
to the pandemic, it is encouraging to see that many monitoring 
programs are continuing with local support.

Notes on Northern Development and Activities
Environmental assessments and regulatory processes in the 
Northwest Territories and Nunavut continue, with activity 
focusing mainly on several of the larger projects moving through 
to development or expansion.
 Some of the current reviews include the following:

• The Prairie Creek zinc project will be undergoing public 
hearings in mid-December for a production Water Licence 
and permits for an expanded mine plan development. There 
is substantial interest in this project, as it is surrounded by 
the UNESCO designated Nahanni National Park and will 
discharge effluent upstream of the boundary into Prairie 
Creek and the Nahanni River.

• Pine Point Mining Limited has submitted an application 
to mine the historic Pine Point site lead-zinc deposits, 
located near Hay River, NWT. This project is undergoing 

an Environmental Assessment, and the next step will 
be submission of the Developer’s Assessment Report. 
Management of brackish/poor quality groundwater 
is expected to be an issue. The company is doing a 
hydrogeological testing program to identify groundwater 
flows and behaviour in the karst terrain.

• The City of Yellowknife is renewing its municipal Water 
Licence, with the main concern around phosphorus loadings 
to what was once an ultra-oligotrophic receiving waterbody. 
The regulatory board is including permit conditions that 
will eventually reduce nutrient discharges, but it will take 
decades for passive processes to remediate areas that are 
now hyper-eutrophic.

• The Baffinland Iron Ore mine expansion environmental 
assessment hearings resumed in November, following 
COVID-related delays. The Water Licence amendment 
process, also much-delayed, has begun with a virtual 
technical meeting immediately following the hearings. 
Baffinland has applied to increase production in order for the 
project to remain economically feasible. Concerns include 
effects on marine mammals and sea birds, and increases in 
emissions given the increased shipping involved.

• Two of the original diamond mines are working on closure 
planning; the Ekati Diamond Mine and the Diavik Diamond 
Mine are working on progressive reclamation and on 
development of the closure and reclamation plans required. 
Diavik is scheduled to shut down in 2025. The Ekati mine is 
concurrently applying to develop a kimberlite body at Point 
Lake, and this will be the subject of public hearings in late 
November. It is interesting to consider the lessons that have 
come from the early 1990s, when this was a new industry to 
Canada! It would be worthwhile to do a retrospective look 
at what regulators and proponents got right and got wrong, 
and where emerging issues are still to be found.

• The City of Iqaluit has been without tap water since mid-
October due to fuel contamination in the system, and has 
tracked the source to a spill from a rusted out subsurface 
storage tank dating to the 1960s. A bypass is to be installed 
to provide drinking water until the treatment plant circuit is 
back on line, which will be after a number of conditions from 
the health department of the Nunavut Government are met. 

Closing
If you are connected to activities in the Yukon, Northwest 
Territories or Nunavut, doing work north of 60 that you would like 
to highlight in the newsletter, or running some seminars or other 
training opportunities, please let us know. The CSEB provides a 
valuable networking and communication forum, and a voice for 
biologists on any issues to be raised. There is also the option of 
instigating other CSEB activities – both of the fun and/or of the 
educational variety – with colleagues in the North. Please email 
your thoughts to Anne Wilson at anne.wilson@ec.gc.ca. There is 
also an opening for another Territories Director – please contact 
Curt Schroeder or myself if you would like to take on this role!

http://www.amap.no
https://science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_D1A0F3B6.html
https://science.gc.ca/eic/site/063.nsf/eng/h_D1A0F3B6.html
https://nwtresearch.com/project-category/environment
https://nwtresearch.com/project-category/environment
https://www.nri.nu.ca/research-programs-and-partnerships
mailto:anne.wilson@ec.gc.ca
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How to Shit in the Woods 
2nd edition 1994. Ten 
Speed Press, Berkeley 
California.

This is a very challenging 
book review. I want to 

promote this Book that many 
have said is the most important 
Environmental book ever 
written, more important than 
all the others combined, but 
it has the most irreverent of 
titles. This Book has done 
more positive good for Parks, 
wilderness areas, and the 
backwoods in the western 
world than any other book; 
no other book comes even 
close. In about 20 years, it has 

revolutionized our use of the outdoors, especially the common 
use, public lands areas. Partially being a veterinarian means my 
perspective and involvement is a factor.
Forty years ago, back country wisdom included the fear of 
“Beaver Fever”, an enteritis caused by Giardia protozoa that was 
contracted from drinking unsterilized water from back country 
areas. The public enemy number one was the beaver because a 
few had been autopsied and found to have Giardia. When humans, 
and their dogs, returned from a trip and developed giardiaiasis, 
the culprit was the beaver. Autopsies of other native species like 
muskrats also implicated them but the common name remained 
beaver fever. When this book first came out, it advocated packing 
out fecal material, including dog poo, and only in emergency 
situations scratching a hole and covering it like a cat, away from 
water sources, only for aesthetic reasons. The primary intention 
of the book was to help people with these necessary functions 
foreign to people brought up with sewer and water. Packing out 
your garbage and poo was for aesthetics only as it was getting 
busy in the back country 40 years ago. Giardia was mentioned, 
and latterly Cryptosporidia (another protozoan), but again 
humans were the victims and beavers the villains. 
Also, about 40 years ago, authorities of wilderness areas had 
started paying attention to human litter in general and fecal waste 
was just sort of part of it. By advocating “pack out what you pack 
in” policies, they noticed that the incidence of Giardia (and later 
Cryptosporidium) became noticeably less even though usage of 
the backwoods had steadily increased. Parasitologists started 
checking and found that humans, especially those with pet dogs 
(as opposed to working outdoor kennel dogs), had a very high 
prevalence of the organisms. Veterinary clinic staff with diarrhea 
started checking their stool samples and you guessed it, lots of 
us had it, usually at low, unsuspecting doses. Country vet clinics 

BOOK Review
Submitted by Bob Gainer, CSEB Alberta Member

were especially prone to Cryptosporidium as they are associated 
with young cattle and related coccidiosis. Many of these people 
and their pets hadn’t been in the outdoors to catch these beaver 
fevers. They started checking beaver and related species in 
outdoor areas where humans hadn’t accessed and no Giardia or 
Cryptosporidium. All of a sudden the light went on, the beaver 
and their friends were the victims, and the people and their dogs 
poo were the villains.
Now authorities really started promoting this book and “pack out 
what you pack in” became the law, and having a copy of this book 
and reading it was promoted. The Environmental Biology course 
that I taught in Fort Smith included this book in its curriculum. In 
Banff, my book seller friend said that from about 1995–2015, this 
book sold more copies than all his other books combined. He had 
stacked boxes of them with a promotional banner overhead. He 
didn’t even bother to take them out of the boxes, they just sold 
like hotcakes. This cleaned up the backcountry trails and Banff 
Park better than anything they had tried before. Bravo to Parks 
Canada, they hit a home run with this program. To an old guy that 
grew up going to the Jasper, Banff, and Yoho National Parks at 
least a few times every year with my parents and then becoming 
an Alpine Club member and back country lover, it seemed like 
Parks Canada just wanted to reduce our enjoyment of their Parks 
more and more, until this policy. It cleaned up our collective acts, 
albeit begrudgingly at first, beautifully. 
Now the Alpine Club and other such organizations and vendors 
without road access actually helicopter out specially made porta 
potties. To get a back country pass it is mandatory that you have 
a container in which to pack out your poo. All licensed guides, 
outfitters, expediters, ecotourism operators, military operations, 
exploration camps, etc., all by law have to have a commercial 
porta pottie system. There are now many competitive brands.
The woman behind this gigantic achievement was not a biologist 
or environmentalist but an Arts student born and raised in a big 
city in the eastern United States. Part way through her Arts degree, 
she decided she wanted to be a trades person instead, moved out 
to the American west coast to gyprock, paste, and tape drywall 
for a living, one of the most physically demanding ways to make 
a living these days. Because she was so physically strong, she 
was recruited to raft tourists down the Colorado River through 
the Grand Canyon. The thing that struck her the most about this 
experience was her and her urban clients’ inability to deal with 
an absence of toilets in the outdoors. There was no hiding from 
this, there was no privacy and it was a big embarrassment and a 
problem. Everybody was too uncomfortable with the topic, so she 
did something about it. She talked to her coworkers, developed 
a way to pack out the poo with the other garbage and developed 
a pamphlet for clients. All the outfitters grabbed onto her ideas 
and the pamphlet became a booklet. It was so popular the booklet 
became a first edition, it sold in the millions. It became the second 
edition, which I’m sure has outsold the first by far because of 
it being promoted by all the authorities in charge of wilderness 
areas. Now there is even a fourth edition.
Although they have promoted, and in some places mandated, 
knowledge of this book, this was not one of their studies that the 
authorities commissioned. She was not paid to do this for them 
and they cannot claim credit for it. Yet it has outsold all the books 
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The Ocean’s 
Whistleblower. The 
Remarkable Life and Work 
of Daniel Pauly. David 
Gremillet. (Translated by 
Georgia Lyon Froman). 
2021. Greystone Books 
Ltd., Vancouver/Berkeley. 
349 p.

Biographies are a pleasant 
and usually painless way 

of learning about a new topic 
and the life and experiences 
of an interesting character, in 
this case the prominent and 
highly published Canadian-
based fisheries biologist, Dr. 

Daniel Pauly of UBC, Vancouver. If you work in fisheries, fish 
conservation, or marine ecology, you will have heard of Pauly, 
likely the most published fisheries biologist on the planet. If 
not, you are in for a pleasant and entertaining surprise through 
Gremillet’s book, and will be learning a lot of marine biology 
in the process. Pauly is best known amongst fisheries and 
environmental biologists for his writings on the concept of the 
shifting baseline syndrome and has penned numerous papers and 
more recently a best-selling book on it (Pauly 2019). 
The Ocean’s Whistleblower is Pauly’s life story. It is one of 
surviving a challenging upbringing in Europe, then of studying 
fisheries in the Pacific Ocean, followed by a hectic professional 
career of travel, research and writing while trying to promote the 
concept of sustainable fisheries. His career to date has covered 
recent decades in a world determined to overfish wherever 
possible, regardless of the impact on the species themselves 
and the people in the developing world largely dependent upon 
small scale fisheries. The book reads like a novel and is hard to 
put down. Pauly is clearly driven to help rescue the world from 
industrial fishing, which has decimated so many fish populations. 
Read it, get angry, and absorb the ecological concepts that apply 
not just to fish but also to other species (i.e., think buffalo and 
salmon!). We live on a planet that is changing so rapidly that 
we do not see the changes and accept what is popularly known 
as the new normal, not noting how the wildlife populations and 
ecological baselines are changing. 
All environmental biologists will learn something from this 
enjoyable and well-written book. Importantly, you perhaps will 
be galvanized to keep working to protect and conserve the species 
that are utilized by us, as well as those that are still wild and 
untouched on our beautiful but threatened planet.

Pauly, D. 2019. Vanishing Fish. Shifting Baselines and the Future of Global 
Fisheries. Greystone Books Ltd., Vancouver/Berkeley. 288 p.

and studies and commissions on the environment, combined, 
that the authorities paid to have done. She received no grants 
or support from anyone, government or private or charitable or 
donations, and she did more good than all the other efforts of all 
the authorities, private or government, combined.
The reason she accomplished so much that others did not 
is because Ms. Meyers is an extraordinary woman, with a 
gigantic heart and a total irreverence of the topic, to say the 
least. Personally, I prefer the use of the word “poo” or “feces”. 
On the other hand, Ms. Meyers more than embraces the use of 
the alternate word, and she spends many pages defending and 
arguing its use. She says the general populations’ use of words 
determines if they belong in the language and are to be used, 
not dictionary police who are ivory tower academics that aren’t 
exposed enough to the real world to determine which words are 
to be acceptable and which aren’t. She even wrote what Oxford 
and Webster dictionaries could crib from her book for free for 
their definition of the word if they were at all interested in having 
an expert on the topic do so. And I must admit, using the word 
“shit” in the title on the book cover instead of my word “poo” 
probably greatly enhanced its sales. Some people are meant to be 
great and others aren’t. Although when I hit my thumb with my 
hammer I enjoy using her word more than mine. As the Baird is 
often quoted to say “I shit you not”. There I said it. 
She is also an extraordinary writer, not like some (ahem) who were 
told by Ms. Molloy whose grade 12 English teacher told him never 
to write. She is in Loys Maingon’s league. Myers and Loys could 
go toe to toe with their writing like Mike Tyson and Mohamed 
Ali. A big hearted down to earth, irreverent woman with a talent 
for writing and her kind of topic to write about. My wife would 
like to make an addendum to the chapter for women on how not 
to pee in your shoes. When we go camping, she has learned that 
my shoes are a lot easier to put on in the middle of the night to 
go outside to have a pee with than her shoes. And I would like to 
make an addendum on the men’s chapter on keeping the inside 
of your shoes dry when sleeping with a woman outdoors— sleep 
with your shoes under your pillow.
What this book also does is put into perspective big events 
in history. All the qualified environmental scientists, all the 
environmental advocacy groups, all the billions of dollars 
of private and government investment, all the good and bad 
politicians, combined, couldn’t do as much for the environment 
as this woman, who really thinks differently, unwittingly did.   
All of us who intentionally want to change the world can’t, 
and Kathleen Meyer, who didn’t intend to, has made a gigantic 
difference in my, and many other people’s, enjoyment of our 
wonderful environment. I know, I am married to a woman with a 
great big heart and, especially as regards her husband’s unlimited 
irreverence.

BOOK Review
Submitted by Peter Wells, CSEB Atlantic Region Member

2022 Canadian Ecotoxicity Workshop 
(CEW)

CEW will take place in Winnipeg, MB in October, 2022.
For information, see http://ecotoxcan.ca/

http://ecotoxcan.ca/
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